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Abstract—As an important step in PCB design, the escape
routing problem has been extensively studied in literature.
However, few studies have been done on the escape routing of
differential pairs. In this paper, we study the differential pair
escape routing problem and propose two algorithms. The first
one computes the optimal routing for a single differential pair
while the second one is able to simultaneously route multiple
differential pairs considering both routability and wire length.
We then propose a two-stage routing scheme based on the two
algorithms. Experimental results show that our routing scheme
efficiently and effectively solves the differential pair escape
routing test cases we obtained from industry.

I. INTRODUCTION

As the scale of modern electronic systems becomes larger

and larger, the design of printed circuit boards (PCBs) be-

comes more and more complex. Nowadays, a dense PCB

hosts tens of thousands of pins. Manually routing such a large

number of pins, which is what the industry has been doing

so far, is a tedious and error-prone job. Therefore, design

automation of PCB routing becomes a necessity.

An important problem in PCB routing is the escape routing

problem, which is to route certain pins inside a pin grid to

the boundary of the grid. Many studies have been done on

this problem [1]–[8]. Since the ordering of the escape wires is

not considered, we also call it the unordered escape routing

problem. There are also studies on the ordered escape routing

problem, in which the escaped wires around the grid boundary

are required to follow some ordering constraints [9]–[13]. Both

ordered and unordered problems have many applications in

PCB design. In this paper, we focus on the unordered escape

routing problem and “escape routing” refers to “unordered

escape routing” hereafter.

In PCB designs, high frequency signals are usually trans-

mitted through differential pairs. A differential pair is a

pair of wires transmitting two complementary signals. Once

one signal flips at the driver, the other flips simultaneously,

resulting in rapid change in their difference. Such differential

signal is then amplified and detected at the receiver end.

A differential pair has the advantage of higher tolerance of

ground offsets, better noise immunity and higher resistance

to electromagnetic interference. However, to achieve these

advantages, the differential pair must be carefully routed.

They should be routed as close as possible to each other so

that they receive the same noise and perturbation from the
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Fig. 1. An example of differential pair escape routing. Pins with the same
prefix (e.g. 1a and 1b) are a differential pair. Routing from black pins are
prerouted pairs and are treated as obstacles.

environment. A typical pin grid on PCB allows two wiring

tracks between adjacent pins. Therefore, we would like the

wires of a differential pair to occupy such adjacent routing

tracks as much as possible. Figure 1 gives an example of

differential pair routing. It can be seen that two wires of a

differential pair try to meet each other as soon as possible and

then stay on adjacent tracks after they meet.

Previous works on escape routing [1]–[8] did not take

differential pairs into consideration. A work on chip-package-

board codesign by Fang et al. [14] considered differential pair

but it assumes that the routing style is monotonic, which might

not be the case in many practical designs.

If the two pins of a differential pair are adjacent, then rout-

ing them would be easy. However, practical designs contain

differential pairs with pins far apart from each other. Figure 2

shows the histograms of the distance between two pins of a

differential pair in two industrial boards we have. It can be

seen that even though the majority of the differential pairs

have adjacent pins, a large portion of the differential pairs

still have significant distances between their two pins. Many of

them have Manhattan distance 4 between their two pins. Even

such a small distance can already imply non-trivial problems.

Figure 3 shows such a case. This problem is difficult to solve

if we use the net-by-net approach. If we route pair {2a, 2b}
first, then we would route them to the right, blocking pair

{1a, 1b}. However, if we route pair {1a, 1b} first, then in order

to meet as soon as possible, their route will cut between 2a

and 2b. Similar issue will also occur between pair {2a, 2b} and
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Fig. 2. Histograms of the distances between the two pins of a differential
pair in two industrial boards. The x-axis is the Manhattan distance between
the two pins of a differential pair in terms of pin pitch. For example, if two
pins are adjacent, then their distance is 1 (pitch). The y-axis is the percentage
of the differential pairs that have the corresponding distance. Notice that a
design usually has hundreds of differential pairs, so even a small percentage
means many nets.
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Fig. 3. A non-trivial case. The Manhattan distance between any pair of pins
is no larger than 4.

{3a, 3b}. To solve this kind of problem, we need an approach

that has the global view of all the differential pairs.

In this paper, we study the differential pair escape routing

problem and propose two algorithms. First, we propose an

algorithm that computes the optimal routes for a single dif-

ferential pair. This algorithm can be considered as the “maze

router” for differential pair escape routing. We then propose an

algorithm to simultaneously route multiple differential pairs.

It first computes a set of candidate locations for wires of

each differential pair to meet and then uses a network-flow

approach to choose the meeting point of each differential pair

from the candidates and compute the escape paths from the

meeting point to the grid boundary. Our min-cost max-flow

formulation is able to guarantee that the optimal meeting point

is chosen to maximize the routability while minimizing the

wire length between the meeting points and the boundary.

However, since the candidate locations it compute at the first

step might not be ideal, it may fail to produce good results for

complex problems. Therefore, we propose a two-stage routing

scheme based on the two algorithms we propose: First, we

use the simultaneous routing algorithm to construct initial

routing of all the differential pairs. Then, we rip-up and reroute

each differential pair using our optimal single pair routing

algorithm to further improve the routability and wire length.

Experimental results show that our routing scheme is very

powerful in solving practical problems.
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Fig. 4. Ideal differential pair escape routing (a) can be viewed as two short
single track wires from the two pins merging into double track wires. Splitting
of the wires after merging (b) is illegal.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II

briefly introduces the routing constraints for differential pairs

and then formulates the differential pair escape routing prob-

lem. Our two algorithms are presented in section III and sec-

tion IV. Section V gives our overall routing scheme based on

the two algorithms. Experimental results are then presented in

section VI. Finally, section VII gives the concluding remarks.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, we will first introduce the routing constraint

of differential pairs and then we will formulate the differential

pair escape routing problem and discuss its major difficulties.

A. Differential Pair Routing Constraint

As mentioned in the introduction, we need to carefully route

the differential pairs in order to take full advantage of its

benefits. The most critical requirement for differential pair

routing is that the two wires need to be routed as close to each

other as possible. Typically, a pin grid on PCB has two wiring

tracks between adjacent pins. So in the context of escape

routing, we expect the two wires from a differential pair to

be routed along such adjacent tracks as much as possible.

Therefore, ideal escape routing of a differential pair can be

viewed as two single track wires from the two pins merging

into double track wires and staying together till they reach the

boundary (see Figure 4 (a)). We observe from industrial boards

that manual routing all follow this merging style. We call the

tile where the two wires merge their merging tile (a tile is

the square bounded by four adjacent pins in the grid). If the

escape routing of a differential pair follows the above pattern,

we call the routing legal. Otherwise, if two wires never merge,

or they merge and then split again (see Figure 4 (b)), we call

the routing illegal.

The major objective of differential pair escape routing is to

find legal routing such that the single track routing length is

minimized. This is because if the two wires of a differential

pair are not together, the noise they receive from the envi-

ronment might be different and this can cause perturbation

in the differential signal. On the other hand, we also want

the total wire length to be minimized as well. Therefore, the

routing cost of a differential pair is a weighted sum of its single

track routing length and double track routing length with more

weight on the single track length:

cost = st length + α · dt length (1)
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Fig. 5. Routing a single differential pair. (a): routing graph GD for double track wires; thick path shows the shortest path between s and t. (b): network
graph GS for single track wires; thick arrows indicate the flow result. (c): routing result by combining the results of (a) and (b).

Here, st length and dt length are respectively the length

of the single track wires and double track wires and α is a

parameter to control the priority of single track wires. For

simplicity, length is evaluated as the number of tiles the wire

traverses. For example, for the routing in Figure 4 (a), we have

st length = 1 (single track wire from a passes no tile and

single track wire from b passes one tile before they meet) and

dt length = 4 (the double track wires pass through 4 tiles).

Therefore, cost = 1 + 4α.

If α = 0, only the single track length is considered in the

cost. Therefore, by minimizing this cost, we minimize only

the single track routing length. If α = 2, then we minimize

the total wire length. (Remember double track wires contains

two wires, so we need to multiply its length by 2 to get total

wire length.) Any value between 0 and 2 is a trade-off between

the total wire length and the single track wire length. Usually,

α is set to be a small constant to minimize the single track

wire length in first priority while keeping the total wire length

small.

B. Differential Pair Escape Routing Problem

Now with this cost function, we can formulate the differen-

tial pair escape routing problem as follows:

Problem 1. Given k pairs of pins {(1a, 1b), . . . , (ka, kb)} in

a r row by c column pin grid and a set of prerouted wires as

obstacles, the differential pair escape routing (DPER) problem

is to find routing paths from the pins to the boundary of the

grid such that the routing is legal for every differential pair

and their total cost is minimized.

There are two major difficulties of this routing problem:

1) Where to merge each differential pair is a big issue.

The location of the merging tile affects the routability

and length of both the double track wires and the single

track wires. However, if we are dealing with multiple

differential pairs, choosing the best merging location

for one differential pair may increase the wire length

of another differential pair or even make it unroutable.

How to wisely choose the merging tiles so that all the

differential pairs can be routed and the total cost can be

minimized is the key to solving the DPER problem.

2) Even if we know a good merging tile for a differential

pair, it is still difficult to determine how the single track

wires and the double track wires should be routed. If

we route the single track wires first, then they become

obstacles for the double track wires. Bad routing of single

track wires may lead to longer double track wire length or

even unroutable cases. The opposite is also true: routing

double track wires first may also affect the routing of

single track wires. How to route them so that both are

routable and their total cost in Eq. (1) is minimized is

another key issue.

In the next two sections, we will present two algorithms.

The first one is able to route a single differential pair optimally

while the second one uses a network-flow approach to simulta-

neously route multiple differential pairs. The difficulties above

are resolved by the two algorithms.

III. ROUTING ONE DIFFERENTIAL PAIR

Let us first consider the most basic case of the DPER

problem: routing only one differential pair. In this section, we

propose an algorithm that finds the optimal routing paths for

one differential pair in O(n2 log n) time, in which n denotes

the total number of tiles in the grid.

For only one differential pair, finding the best merging tile

is not a difficult task because we can afford to enumerate all

O(n) tiles to find the best one. However, the second difficulty

mentioned in the previous section is still there. We need to

carefully route the single track wires and double track wires

so that the cost in Eq. (1) is minimized.

Suppose we already know the merging tile for a differential

pair (a, b) is t. We can then view the whole routing as two

parts: (1) single track wires from a and b to t and (2) double

track wires from t to the boundary of the grid. And we

compute the two parts separately.

To compute the double track routes, we construct an undi-

rected routing graph GD as follows (see Figure 5 (a)):

• Each empty tile is assigned a tile node.
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• Adjacent tile nodes are connected by edges of cost 1.

• All the nodes of the boundary tiles are connected to a

super source s by edges with cost 0.

By computing shortest path from s to t in GD, we can obtain

the routing path for the double track wires.

We then construct a network graph GS for single track

routes. The graph is constructed as follows (see Figure 5 (b)):

• Each empty tile is assigned a tile node. Each tile with

obstacle wires are partitioned into regions by those wires.

Each region is assigned a region node (the smallest nodes

in the figure).

• Undirected edges are added between adjacent tile/region

nodes if there exists an available wiring track between

the two nodes. All the edges have capacity 1 and cost 1.

Notice that in a flow-network, an undirected edge allows

flow in both directions. Such an edge a — b can be

implemented by two directed edges a → b and b → a,

both with capacity 1 and cost 1.

• To prevent the single track wires from merging before

they reach t, we enforce capacity 1 on all tile and region

nodes.

• Two pin nodes are assigned to the two pins of this

differential pair. Directed edges are added from each pin

node to its four adjacent tile/region nodes. These edges

have capacity 1 and cost 1.

• Finally, we create a super source s and add directed edges

from it to the two pin nodes. Each edge has capacity 1
and cost 0.

By computing the min-cost 2-flow from s to t in this network,

we can obtain the routing paths from the two pins to the

merging tile t with the shortest total length.

Finally, we can combine the shortest path result of GD

(which represents the double track wires) and the min-cost

flow result of GS (which represents the single track wires) to

compose the routing solution. In Figure 5, (c) is the resultant

routing solution by combining the result of (a) and (b). Notice

that this is the optimal solution assuming tile t is the merging

tile. To obtain the global optimal, we need to enumerate all

tiles in the grid and choose the best one.

Now let us analyze the time complexity of this algorithm.

Let n be the total number of tiles in the grid. We can

compute the shortest path lengths from s to all tile nodes in

GD by Dijkstra’s algorithm [15] in O(n log n) time because

GD contains O(n) nodes and O(n) edges. For each possible

merging tile t, we can obtain the the min-cost 2-flow of GS by

computing the shortest path in the residual graph of GS twice

[15]. Again, since the residual graph of GS contains O(n)
nodes and edges, this can be done in O(n log n) time. We have

to compute the min-cost flow for all O(n) possible merging

tiles. So the total time complexity on the flow computation is

O(n2 log n). Finally, we need to compare all O(n) choices.

As a result, the total time complexity of our algorithm is

O(n log n + n2 log n + n) = O(n2 log n).
Notice that in our algorithm, we construct the single track

wires and double track wires independently without consider-

ing each other. One natural question is whether the solution
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Fig. 6. A crossing between the double track wires and single track wires
(a) can be resolved, resulting in even shorter wire length (b).

produced by our algorithm will have crossings between the

single track wires and the double track wires. The following

lemma shows that this cannot happen.

Lemma 1. The optimal routing solution obtained by our

algorithm does not have wire crossings.

Proof: First of all, double track wires will not cross

themselves because any shortest path in GD (which has non-

negative edge costs) does not have self-intersections. Since we

enforce unit capacity on the tile/region nodes in GS , single

track wires cannot have crossings with themselves either.

Therefore, crossing can only happen between single track

wires and double track wires.

Suppose we have such a crossing in our solution. Without

loss of generality, we assume the single track wires from the

two pins a and b merge at tile t and the single track wire

from a crosses the double track wires at tile c as shown in

Figure 6 (a). By changing the two single track wires to a → c

and b → t → c, we move the merging tile to c and resolve

the crossing (see Figure 6 (b)). The new routing is crossing-

free and has the same single track wire length as the original

routing. Moreover, the double track wire length is reduced.

This means c is a better merging tile than t. In this case, our

algorithm will not choose t as the optimal solution and will

choose c instead. Therefore, in the optimal routing produced

by our algorithm, there exist no wire crossings.

With the above lemma and the optimality of the shortest

path in GD and the optimality of the min-cost 2-flow in GS ,

we have the following claim:

Theorem 1. Our algorithm computes the legal routing solu-

tion with minimum cost for one differential pair.

In practice, we do not want the single track routes to be

too long. Therefore, we can define a small constant λ as the

maximum tolerable distance from the pin to the merging tile.

When we enumerate the merging tiles, we only consider those

with Manhattan distance less than λ to both pins. By doing

this, we can reduce the time complexity down to O(n log n).

The algorithm we just presented can be regarded as the

“maze router” for differential pairs. It can be used as a

subroutine for more complicated routing algorithms.
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Fig. 7. Routing multiple nets. (a): routing graph G∗

S
for single track wires; thick paths show the single wire routing paths for each differential pair. (b):

network graph G∗

D
for double track wires; some edges are omitted for clearer illustration; (c): flow solution of (b). (d): routing result by combining the result

of (a) and (c).

IV. ROUTING MULTIPLE PAIRS

For multiple differential pairs, we cannot afford to enumer-

ate all possible combinations of the merging tiles because there

are
(

n

k

)

of them (n is the number of tiles and k is the number of

differential pairs). In this section, we present a network-flow

based algorithm that simultaneously determines the merging

tiles for all differential pairs.

Recall that the primary objective is to minimize the single

track wire length and notice that the single track wires of

a differential pair can be viewed as a path from one pin to

the other pin of the same differential pair. (See Figure 4 (a)

for an example. Its single track wires can be viewed as a

path from a to b via the merging tile.) Therefore, to minimize

the single track wire length, planning the merging tiles along

the shortest paths between the two pins is a plausible choice.

However, for multiple differential pairs, we cannot simply use

their shortest paths because they may have intersections. This

essentially becomes a general routing problem: find disjoint

paths connecting pairs of pins in a grid and minimize the total

length of the paths. This problem has been studied extensively

and popular solutions included maze router [16], [17] and

negotiated congestion based router [18].

In our scheme, we first construct an undirected routing

graph G∗
S

as follows (see Figure 7 (a)):

• A tile node is assigned to each tile that contains no

obstacles.

• Two tile nodes are connected by an edge if their tiles are

adjacent.

• Each differential pair pin is assigned a pin node.

• A pin node is connected to its four adjacent tile nodes by

four diagonal edges (could be less than four if adjacent

tiles have obstacles).

• All the edges in G∗
S

have capacity 1 and cost 1.

We then apply a negotiated congestion based router [18] on G∗
S

to find disjoint paths connecting the pin pairs with minimum

length.

In the routing solution of the previous step, each path

corresponds to the single track wires of a differential pair and

every tile node along the path is its candidate merging tile. Our

task now is to choose one merging tile from the candidates

for each differential pair and route double track wires from the

chosen merging tiles to the boundary. Notice that the choices

of the merging tile and the routing of double track wires affect

each other as discussed in section II-B. To obtain the global
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optimal, we use a network-flow approach to simultaneously

choose the merging tile and route the double track wires. We

construct the network graph G∗
D

by the following modification

on the routing graph G∗
S

constructed in the previous step (see

Figure 7 (b)):

• All the undirected edges between tile nodes remain in

G∗
D

. These edges have capacity 1 and cost 1. (Recall

that an undirected edge allows flow in both directions.)

• The diagonal edges between pin nodes and their neigh-

boring tile nodes are removed.

• For every tile node along the disjoint paths computed

in the previous step (which are candidate merging tiles),

the edges incident to it are oriented such that flow can

only flow out of it. That is, the undirected edge becomes

directed from the candidate merging tile node to other

nodes. If both ends of an edge are candidate merging tile

nodes, we remove the edge. The purpose is to prevent

the flow, which represents the double track wires, from

intersecting with the routed single track wires.

• We introduce a super source s as well as k representa-

tive nodes representing the k differential pairs. We add

directed edges with capacity 1 and cost 0 from s to

each representative node and also from each represen-

tative node to the candidate merging tile nodes of the

corresponding differential pair.

• Finally, we add a directed edge from every boundary tile

node to a super sink t for each opening between two

adjacent pins along the boundary (see the dashed edges

in the figure). Such edges have capacity 1 and cost 0.

These edges collect all the flows from s that escape out

of the pin array and send them to t.

By computing the min-cost max-flow [15] of this network,

we can essentially choose the optimal merging tiles so that

the routability of the double track wires is maximized and

their wire length is minimized. This resolves the first difficulty

mentioned in section II-B. In Figure 7, (c) shows the flow

solution to the network in (b). Notice that since the flow

solution is for double track wires, each flow represents two

wires occupying adjacent tracks.

Now we can combine the routing solution in G∗
S

that

represents single track wires and the flow solution in G∗
D

that

represents double track wires to compose the complete routing

solution. We do so by tracing a disjoint path computed in

G∗
S

from its two end pins until they meet at the merging tile

selected by the flow algorithm. Then we merge the two wires

and follow the flow solution to the grid boundary. In Figure 7,

(d) shows the routing result by combining the path solution in

(a) and the flow solution in (c).

V. OVERALL ROUTING SCHEME

A. Two-Stage Routing Scheme

One possible issue of the flow-based algorithm in the

previous section is that we do not consider the impact of single

track wires on double track wires. When we connect the pin

pairs, we may produce single track routing that blocks later

double track wires. To overcome this issue, we propose a two

stage routing scheme for the DPER problem:

1) An initial solution for all differential pairs is constructed

by the simultaneous routing algorithm presented in sec-

tion IV.

2) Then, the single differential pair algorithm in section III

is called to rip-up and reroute each differential pair to

improve the routability and the routing cost (the combined

wire length in Eq. (1)).

This routing scheme has the following advantages:

1) The first stage is network-flow based. It guarantees opti-

mality when the single track routing is fixed.

2) The rip-up and reroute algorithm is able to find the

optimal paths for one differential pair (considering other

differential pairs as obstacles). Therefore, if the initial

routing stage fails to route all the differential pairs in

a complex design, the rip-up and reroute engine is able

to efficiently find optimal paths for unrouted differential

pairs and resolve the issue. Moreover, it is also able to

reduce the wire length of the initial routing produced by

the first stage.

Our routing scheme is shown by experiments to be very

effective and efficient.

B. Single Net Consideration

The test benchmarks we obtained from industry consist

of only differential pair nets. However, one might want to

route differential pairs together with single nets on some

occasions. In this case, we propose to solve the problem using

a negotiated congestion strategy based on our routing scheme.

First, we route the differential pairs using the two-stage routing

scheme proposed in the previous subsection. We then obtain

the congestion information from the routing solution. Second,

we construct a flow network whose edge costs reflect the

congestion information obtained from differential pair routing

result. We then apply the network-flow algorithm to obtain

the routing result for single nets. Again, we can obtain the

congestion information of the single net routing. We can then

repeat the first step, using such information to update the edge

cost. By repeating the differential pair step and the single net

step, the routing scheme will eventually converge to a solution

that is reasonable for both differential pairs and single nets.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We implement our routing scheme in C++ and test it on 10
test cases derived from industrial data. The experiments are

performed on a Linux workstation with a 3GHz Intel Xeon

CPU and 4GB memory. Detailed information about the test

cases as well as the experimental results is shown in Table I.

Notice that the “avg. len.” column shows the average number

of tiles traversed by single track wires (ST) and double track

wires (DT) of a differential pair. The last column gives the

runtime of our algorithm.

From the table, it can be seen that our router can achieve

very short single track wire length (less than 1) for all the
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TABLE I
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

test diff pin grid avg. len. runtime
cases pair # #row×#col ST DT (s)

ex1 10 11×8 0.4 2.9 1

ex2 18 22×7 0.3 4.6 3

ex3 18 18×12 0.5 4.3 7

ex4 8 11×3 0 2.9 1

ex5 11 14×3 0 2.9 1

ex6 11 17×6 0.1 2.8 2

ex7 18 17×6 0.8 1.8 35

ex8 20 9×16 0.4 3.4 5

ex9 20 8×15 0.4 3.2 3

ex10 60 35×35 1.6 8.6 453
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Fig. 8. Routing result of ex10.

data, which is ideal for differential pairs. The double track

wire length is also short, meaning that the total wire length

is minimized too. The overall runtime for the test cases is

very short (a few seconds) except for two test cases ex7 and

ex10. In ex7, the pins of a differential pair are not located

closely, resulting in longer single track wire length and more

complicated routing patterns. Therefore, our router spent more

time on it. The pin array of ex10 is actually very large and

so is the number of differential pairs to be routed. One would

expect such a test case to be the largest in real designs. The

routing result of ex10 is shown in Figure 8. It can be seen that

the routing is very dense, indicating that our router is good at

handling difficult designs.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we studied the differential pair escape routing

(DPER) problem and proposed two algorithms. The first

algorithm is essentially the differential pair version of a maze

router. It computes the routes for a differential pair with

minimum routing cost. The second algorithm is a network-

flow based algorithm that simultaneously routes multiple dif-

ferential pairs. Because of its min-cost max-flow formulation,

it is able to achieve maximum routability and minimum wire

length of the double track wires. The two algorithms are

then combined into a routing scheme that can effectively and

efficiently solve the DPER problem.

Although we assign unit cost to every tile in our formu-

lation, we could actually assign any positive cost without

affecting the optimality and effectiveness of our algorithms.

For example, we can let the cost of traversing a tile depend

on the congestion of the tile.
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